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«Canton of Bern and federal administration of Bern» in the pillory of the international 
judiciary at the moment! 

Parallel to Ruffle world standard security system and marketing 
security 1 of world by smartphones oct-2022 standard on all 
mobiles of world  

As always, the currents turn towards the first week of work towards my IV pensioner sideline 
towards him in such a way that I am informed in advance that the authorities will then 
come. 12/12/2022 at 12:12 p.m., my doorbell rings and federal judge Pascal Richard writes 
me a card congratulating the in the  

international world trade brand. 

The canton of Bern meanwhile wrote an apology for not, as usual, writing to me about my 
always beautiful holidays with my father and Vreni officials on the first working week, 
writing to me on the first working week, on the instructions of less beautifully held 
decorated banquets elsewhere. 

This is always nice, because from December 8th, 2022 I will not only know a range of dancers 
from the women in love, but will also take part in the bowling program with teammate 
Andy2. Accept two invitations from Vreni and stepbrother Roger, a wine for him with the 
help of girlfriends already got hold of in the Black Weeks, where we also participate in world 
trade, about four times a year or more. Black-10-days counting back with advance payments 
possible worldwide in USD, EURO, CHF. 

Also follows a professional, second conditioning training with a three-day compiling of 
kernels. This is how a large request will be dealt with. We had only practiced this 12 times, 
and our processing for worldwide ZIP deliveries from upcoming orders by paying in and then 
targeting where we had to point the goods as a ZIP and pick them up by email or send them 
by email actually always went quickly. 

Federal administration of Berne from then as now, the cantonal administration want with 
my stable sports and business course but a killing call heard for the first time since yesterday 
«about my debts the Jurastrasse should kill me come from the first week of work». 
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I see this the other way around. In three club associations, a board member raised this issue 
before anyone else. Those who had debts and still have them today are not those of the 
Bundesrat families who live here in Langenthal, but rather the two administrations that 
politically took this the other way on poor people like me and 

Turn back and attack father. So the kill call I heard would have to be:  

According to Beatrice, President of the City Council, we described the crisis in the Badi 
Langenthal as follows: we will get the money and the top levels over the corpses if we don't 
have any more. And that's how it always is. 

Which is exactly the case now. They want to jump down pensioners who are already in the 
black from number 2 in front and immediately position themselves internationally as those 
responsible for many killings of the poorer classes here in Switzerland, parallel to my world 
trade product. Many have not had the luck of a created world trade product like me, where I 
will look forward to these political currents with joy from the first week of work in the «New 
Year» 

Andreas Lützenberger 

 

- A top match where we have always been first (against second)  
- A match in the second half of the season on December 19th. Viele Trainings. 
- Lots of workouts. 
- Christmas tournament with tangerines from Chrigus purchases.  
- Neighbors celebrate with me as always early risers, always the same processes there. 

 

 

 

 

  


